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glass solutions
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THE COMPANY
AIRCLOS is a brand with over 35 years’ experience in manufacturing
enclosure and sun protection systems. From our production centre in
Spain, our company develops, manufactures and distributes a wide range
of products across the world.
How we do it
It is possible to distribute and install our products anywhere in the world
thanks to an exclusive service based on four fundamental phases:
1. Our team of technical specialists studies and designs the best solution
for each project in a unique and exclusive way.
2. We accompany our clients when measuring the works and the necessary
design modifications are made according to the features observed on site.
3. During installation, we are on-site to accompany and supervise, ensuring
that the entire process is carried out correctly.
4. Our clients enjoy the benefits of the AIRCLOS Guarantee and our
excellent after-sales service.
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BENEFITS
Maximum versatility
When the system is closed, it works as a complete glass enclosure,
creating fully protected spaces without affecting the outside views. When
opened, the panels lower to the optimal safety height, allowing them to
be used as if they were a traditional glass railing. In this way, the user can
control how it opens according to the specific needs of each moment.

Panoramic views
Thanks to its minimalist design, where the large spaces of light with a
minimal number of horizontal profiles stand out, the user can enjoy
excellent views, whether the system is open or closed.
Its vertical opening makes this system an ideal option for smaller spaces
and businesses, as it keeps the available usable space completely free.
Safety profile
When the system is fully open, the hand safety profile completely covers
the other profiles, making it easy to use and ensuring total user safety.
Possibility of customising the glass
The glass panels can be configured according to the needs of each
project, with the possibility of manufacturing the system with laminated
glass, tempered glass or chamber glass.

Safety profile

Glazing options
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Large panels
Their double reinforced steel chains allow large panels to be lifted with
ease.
Using this type of chain gives the system more resistance and durability,
greatly increasing the strength-to-weight ratio, capable of lifting windows
weighing up to 200kg.
The choice of the best materials is one of the main competitive advantages
of our system, as they make it one of the safest, most age-resistant
options.
Somfy motors
For their drive, AIRCLOS vertical sliding windows use Somfy motors, a
reference brand in automation with a track record of over 40 years
worldwide. Thanks to this, all system options can be controlled from a
simple remote control with radio frequency technology.
There is also the possibility of configuring it to operate as another part
of the smart home and business automation system, allowing the user
to centralise control of all devices for greater convenience, security and
energy efficiency.
Clean and simple installation
The installation process is really simple, both for the installer and the
end user, and can be done in a short space of time, without the need for
masonry works.

Double reinforced steel chains

Somfy motor
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OPENING
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
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European Aluminium Systems S.L.
Avenida Europa, 103
12006 – Castellón de la Plana
Phone: (+34) 964 260 849
E-mail: info@airclos.com
www.airclos.com

